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Introduction {#dneu22701-sec-0001}
============

Many neuroimaging studies have shown that performing a task activates relevant brain regions, while it may deactivate task‐irrelevant regions in the adult brain. Deactivation usually refers to the observation that brain activity decreases in an experimental condition (task) compared to that in another (control) condition. Such task‐induced deactivation has been reported in both early positron emission tomography studies (manifesting as a decrease in regional cerebral blood flow; rCBF; Haxby *et al.*, [1994](#dneu22701-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Kawashima *et al.*, [1995](#dneu22701-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Sadato *et al.*, [1996](#dneu22701-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}; [1998](#dneu22701-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Shulman *et al.*, [1997](#dneu22701-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}) and more recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies (Lewis *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Laurienti *et al.*, [2002](#dneu22701-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; McKiernan *et al.*, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Amedi *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Weisser *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}; McKiernan *et al.*, [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}; Jorge *et al.*, [2018](#dneu22701-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). In the latter, deactivation is called as negative blood oxygenation level‐dependent (BOLD) phenomenon. Although its physiological mechanisms are not fully understood (Kim and Ogawa, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Moraschi *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), accumulating evidence suggests that the neuronal suppression (inhibition) is an important contributor to task‐induced negative BOLD signals (Shmuel *et al.*, [2002](#dneu22701-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Smith *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}; Boorman *et al.*, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Wade and Rowland, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}; Millinger *et al*., [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Sten *et al*., [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}).

In the neuroimaging research conducted in adults, task‐induced deactivation phenomena (decreased rCBF and negative BOLD) have been well documented in sensory (visual, auditory, and tactile) tasks (cross‐modal inhibition; see the references above). Similarly, deactivation during motor tasks has also been reported in the adult ipsilateral primary sensorimotor cortex (SM1; Allison *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Newton *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}; Marchand *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Hayashi *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}), visual and auditory cross‐modal areas (Jäncke *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}), and the default mode network (DMN; Marchand *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). These lines of evidence seem to suggest that task‐induced deactivation may occur in brain regions irrelevant to performing a task in a manner that suggests physiological significance and benefits task performance. If deactivation is somehow associated with neuronal suppression in the brain regions irrelevant to performing a task, deactivation patterns may change with development alongside the progression of functional segregation among distributed brain networks. However, these developmental dynamics have never been systematically described. In addition, it is not fully understood whether deactivation benefits task performing.

In the present study, we used a motor task and explored how the task shapes the deactivation pattern in the entire brain and how the patterns change during typical human development. We used fMRI to examine regional brain activity in healthy children, adolescents, and young adults performing a well‐controlled repetitive button‐press task with their right index finger in synchronization with a 1‐Hz sound; this task was a finger tapping task, which is representative of a paradigm used in a neuroimaging investigation of the human motor system (Witt *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}). Based on previous studies in adults, we expected to detect deactivation of the ipsilateral SM1, cross‐modal areas, and DMN. We report the developmental changes in deactivation in the entire brain, as well as developmental changes in brain activation associated with the motor task. As for the performance of the motor task, we computed the absolute time difference between each 1‐Hz sound and its corresponding button‐press (absolute asynchrony) and any variance of asynchrony; we also examined whether deactivation is related to these behavioral indexes that reflect task performance.

Materials and Methods {#dneu22701-sec-0002}
=====================

Participants {#dneu22701-sec-0003}
------------

Twenty healthy right‐handed children (CH; 9 boys and 11 girls; mean age: 9.7 ± 0.9 years; range: 8 years 7 months--11 years 9 months), 20 adolescents (ADO; 10 boys and 10 girls; mean age: 13.9 ± 0.9 years; range: 12 years 5 months--15 years 2 months), and 20 young adults (AD; 11 males and 9 females; mean age: 21.6 ± 1.1 years; range: 20 years 0 months--24 years 0 months) participated in this study. The children, adolescents, and adults were recruited from local elementary and junior high schools as well as universities. We also collected data from another three children and one adolescent; however, we excluded their data from the analysis because of their excessive head motions (more than 3 mm on either the *x*, *y*, or *z* axis) during fMRI scanning, according to a previous study (Morita *et al.*, [2018](#dneu22701-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). We confirmed handedness with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, [1971](#dneu22701-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}) and ensured that no participants had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders based on self‐reports and those provided by legal guardians.

The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology. We explained the details of the study to the participants before the start of the experiment, after which the participants provided written informed consent. For the children and adolescents, we also obtained written informed consent from their legal guardians. The study was carried out following the principles and guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki (1975).

Button‐Press Task {#dneu22701-sec-0004}
-----------------

Before the fMRI experiment, the participants familiarized themselves with a button‐press task by performing it outside the scanner, before they entered the MR room. The participants then laid in the fMRI scanner with their ears plugged. We fastened their heads to the head coil with adhesive tape and immobilized them with sponge cushions to reduce possible head motions. Both arms of the participants were naturally semipronated and extended in front of them. We asked the participants to relax their entire bodies without producing unnecessary movements and to think only of things relevant to the tasks assigned.

The participants were asked to press an MR‐compatible button (Current Design Inc., Philadelphia, PA) with their right index finger precisely in synchronization with a 1‐Hz sound generated by a computer. Each participant completed two experimental runs, each lasting 160 s. Each run was composed of five button‐press epochs (Button‐press) of 15 s each. The button‐press epochs were separated by resting periods of 15 s (Baseline). During the resting period (Rest), a 1‐Hz sound at a different pitch was produced. Thus, during the Rest period, participants received auditory stimuli at a rate of 1‐Hz but did not move their fingers. Each run also included a 15‐s period before the start of the first button‐press epoch. Throughout an fMRI run, the participants kept their eyes closed and their right index fingers on the button, and performed repetitive button‐press without releasing the finger from the button. We asked the participants to close their eyes just before we started an fMRI run because eye closure duration greatly affects activity in visual areas (Weisser *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}; Merabet *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). We confirmed that the participants kept their eyes closed and performed 1‐Hz repetitive button‐press without releasing their fingers from the button by visual inspection throughout each run.

We adopted this simple motor task because it allowed us to control the strategies and contents of motor behaviors across participants and could be successfully performed by all participants (Lewis *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). During the fMRI run, we gave the participants auditory instructions ("3, 2, 1, start" and "stop") through MR‐compatible headphones to inform them of the start and finish of a button‐press epoch. These instructions were also generated by a computer.

The timings of the 1‐Hz sounds and button‐press for each participant were computer recorded. In the analysis, we counted the number of button‐press responses in each button‐press epoch, and calculated the average number of button‐press responses per epoch across the two experimental runs for each participant. As for the task performance (Fig. [1](#dneu22701-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A), in order to evaluate the accuracy of button‐press timing relative to the 1‐Hz sound, we computed the absolute time difference between each tone of the 1‐Hz sound and the corresponding button‐press (absolute asynchrony, Pecenka and Keller, [2011](#dneu22701-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}). In order to evaluate the variability of button‐press timing, we computed the standard deviation of within‐epoch asynchrony (variance of asynchrony; Pecenka and Keller, [2011](#dneu22701-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}). These indexes were calculated in each epoch for every participant and were used in the parametric modulation analysis that followed. In these calculations, we excluded data from the first and last button‐press in each epoch. We also calculated the average absolute asynchrony and variance of asynchrony per epoch across the two experimental runs for each participant. Statistical evaluation of the behavioral indexes was performed by one‐way analysis of variance (ANOVA; groups: CH, ADO, and AD) to evaluate the group differences.

![The performance of children (CH), adolescents (ADO), and adults (AD) in the auditory synchronized button‐press task. (A) The participants pressed a magnetic resonance (MR)‐compatible button with their right index fingers in synchronization with a 1‐Hz sound with their eyes closed. We recorded the timings of the individual tones (*T~i~*, *T~i~* ~ + 1~, *T~i~* ~ + 2~...) and corresponding button‐press (*P~i~*, *P~i~* ~ + 1~, *P~i~* ~ + 2~...) for every participant, and computed the absolute time difference between each tone of the 1‐Hz sound and the corresponding button‐press (\|*T~i~* --*P~i~*\|; absolute asynchrony). We also computed the standard deviation of within‐epoch asynchrony (variance of asynchrony). These were calculated in each epoch for every participant, which were used in the following parametric modulation analysis. We also calculated the average absolute asynchrony and the variance of asynchrony per epoch across the two experimental runs and used them as a measure of performance of each participant. (B) The absolute asynchrony and (C) variance of asynchrony in the three age groups. The absolute asynchrony tended to be greater in the CH group than in the other groups; however, no significant differences were found among groups. The variance of asynchrony in the CH group was significantly greater than that in the AD group.](DNEU-79-536-g001){#dneu22701-fig-0001}

fMRI Data Acquisition {#dneu22701-sec-0005}
---------------------

Functional images were acquired using T2\*‐weighted gradient echo‐planar imaging (EPI) sequences with a 3.0‐Tesla MRI scanner (Trio Tim; SIEMENS, Germany) and a 32‐channel array coil. Each volume consisted of 44 slices (slice thickness = 3.0 mm, inter‐slice thickness = 0.5 mm) acquired in an ascending order, covering the entire brain. The time interval between successive acquisitions from the same slice was 2,500 ms. An echo time of 30 ms and a flip angle of 80 degrees were used. The field of view was 192 × 192 mm and the matrix size was 64 × 64. Voxel dimensions were 3 × 3 × 3.5 mm in the *x‐*, *y‐*, and *z*‐axes, respectively. We collected 64 volumes in each experimental run.

Imaging Data Preprocessing {#dneu22701-sec-0006}
--------------------------

To eliminate the effects of unsteady magnetization during the task, we discarded the first four EPI images in each fMRI run before the first epoch started. Imaging data were analyzed using SPM 8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK) implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA).

EPI images were realigned to the first image and then to the mean image. Through this realignment procedure, we obtained head position data that changed over time from the first frame through six parameters (translational displacements along *x*‐, *y*‐, and *z*‐axes and the rotational displacements of pitch, raw, and roll). Then, we calculated the absolute value of displacement in each frame from its previous frame (framewise displacement \[FD\]; Power *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}). This was done for every translational and rotational axis. We totaled these values per frame. In this calculation, we converted rotational displacements from degrees to millimeters by calculating the displacement on the surface of a sphere with a radius 50 mm, which is approximately the mean distance from the cerebral cortex to the center of the head (Power *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}).

In order to check the change in FD values through all frames of an entire experimental run, we counted the number of frames that had an FD over 0.9 mm in each participant, according to a previous study (Siegel *et al.*, [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). The number of frames in which FD exceeded 0.9 mm was 0 in the majority of participants (18/20, 18/20, 19/20 of the CH, ADO, and AD groups, respectively). Even in the participants who had such frames, the percentage was less than 5% of all 120 frames. The average FD of all frames across all participants was 0.087 ± 0.041 mm, 0.062 ± 0.031 mm, and 0.061 ± 0.026 mm for the CH, ADO, and AD groups, respectively. These values were much smaller when compared to those reported in a previous study (Engelhardt *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}), perhaps owing to our special care to prevent head motions. Although a one‐way ANOVA showed a significant group effect \[*F* (2, 57) = 3.84, *p* \< 0.05\], post‐hoc Bonferroni *t*‐tests showed no significant group differences in any combinations. The FD during the button‐press epoch was smaller than that during the resting period, regardless of the age group, as shown in a previous cognitive study (Engelhardt *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}).

The realigned images were normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space (Evans *et al.*, [1994](#dneu22701-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). By comparing functional activation foci in children and adults within a common stereotaxic space, Kang *et al.* ([2003](#dneu22701-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) provided an empirical validation of MNI normalization for the analysis of fMRI data obtained from school‐aged children. Finally, the spatially normalized functional images were filtered using a Gaussian kernel with a full width at half maximum of 4 mm along the *x*‐, *y*‐, and *z*‐axes.

Analysis of Button‐Press‐Related Deactivation/Activation Within Groups {#dneu22701-sec-0007}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

After preprocessing, we first explored button‐press‐related deactivation, as well as activation, in each participant with a general linear model (GLM; Friston *et al.*, [1995](#dneu22701-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Worsley and Friston, [1995](#dneu22701-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}). The design matrix contained a boxcar function for the button‐press epoch that was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. To correct for residual motion‐related variance after realignment, the six realignment parameters were also included in the design matrix as regressors of no interest.

We first generated a contrast image to examine brain regions that showed button‐press‐related deactivation (Rest \> Button‐press) in each participant (single‐subject analyses). In this contrast image, the effects of the 1‐Hz sounds should be eliminated because the participants heard the sounds consistently in both the Button‐press epochs and Rest periods (see more in discussion). We also examined brain regions that showed button‐press‐related activation (Button‐press \> Rest) in each participant. The contrast images from all participants were entered into a second‐level random effects group analysis (Holmes and Friston, [1998](#dneu22701-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). One sample *t*‐tests were conducted for Rest \> Button‐press (deactivation) and Button‐press \> Rest (activation) in each group separately. In the second‐level analyses, we generated a voxel‐cluster image using an uncorrected voxel‐wise threshold of *p \< *0.005 in each group. For statistical inference, we used a false discovery rate (FDR)‐corrected cluster‐wise threshold of *p* \< 0.05 in the entire brain space (Genovese *et al.*, [2002](#dneu22701-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}).

To identify the anatomical regions corresponding to the deactivation/activation peaks, we referred to the cytoarchitectonic probability maps of the MNI standard brain in the SPM Anatomy Toolbox v2.2b (Eickhoff *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). Functions that were probability assigned to each deactivation/activation region (peak) were verified in a publicly available database (<http://www.neurosynth.org/locations/>).

Consistent Brain Deactivation/Activation Across Groups {#dneu22701-sec-0008}
------------------------------------------------------

To explore brain regions that consistently showed button‐press‐related deactivation (Rest \> Button‐press) or activation (Button‐press \> Rest) across all groups (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), we performed conjunction analyses (Price and Friston, [1997](#dneu22701-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). In these analyses, we generated a voxel‐cluster image using an uncorrected voxel‐wise threshold of *p \< *0.005 and used an FDR‐corrected cluster‐wise threshold of *p* \< 0.05 in the entire brain space.

![Button‐press‐related deactivation (cold color) and activation (warm color) in each group, and consistent deactivation (blue) and activation (red) across the groups. Deactivation and activation were rendered onto an MNI standard brain. The left hemisphere and right hemisphere, a back view (from top to bottom), a medial view (*x* = +4), and a horizontal section (*z* = +54) are shown in each column. The color bars at the bottom indicate *T*‐values. For display purposes, we showed left SM1 activations (42 and 35 voxels), though these clusters did not reach a significant level in the conjunction analysis. Abbreviations: AD, adults; ADO, adolescents; CH, children; L, left hemisphere; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; R, right hemisphere. \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](https://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](DNEU-79-536-g002){#dneu22701-fig-0002}

Comparisons Among Groups {#dneu22701-sec-0009}
------------------------

To evaluate possible group differences, we first performed a one‐way ANOVA (groups: CH, ADO, and AD). We used the voxel‐wise threshold of *p* \< 0.005 \[*F* (2, 57) \> 5.82\]. In order to further examine whether the brain regions that showed group differences progress their deactivations in a particular developmental period (Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), we performed all possible comparisons among the three groups. For example, when we compared deactivation in the ADO group to that in the CH group \[(Rest \> Button‐press)~ADO~ -- (Rest \> Button‐press)~CH~\], we used the image of (Rest \> Button‐press)~ADO~ (uncorrected height threshold of *p* \< 0.01) as an inclusive mask and the image of (Button‐press \> Rest)~CH~ (uncorrected height threshold of *p* \< 0.01) as an exclusive mask. Using these masking procedures, we ensured that any button‐press‐related deactivation that was greater in the ADO group was true deactivation rather than being caused by button‐press‐related activation in the CH group. We used the same procedure for the other deactivation comparisons. The validity of the masking procedure is discussed in our previous papers (Naito *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Morita *et al.*, [2018](#dneu22701-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}).

![Group differences in button‐press‐related deactivation and their effect sizes (parameter estimates) in each group. (A) Brain regions in which deactivation significantly progressed in the AD group compared with that in the CH group (magenta), in the ADO group compared with that in the CH group (green), and in the AD group compared with that in the ADO group (light blue). Deactivation regions were rendered onto the left and right hemispheres, and the *x* = +2 sagittal section of an MNI standard brain. (B) The mean effect size in each group obtained from the green regions. The mean effect sizes obtained from the left lateral occipital cortex (peak coordinates = −16, −90, 8; region a in panel A) and the ipsilateral (right) SM1 (42, −34, 66; region b) are shown. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. (C) The mean effect size in each group obtained from the light blue regions. The mean effect sizes obtained from the medial occipital cortex (0, −80, 22; region c), cuneus (20, −62, 20; region d), and vMPFC (−12, 58, 16; region e) are shown. Abbreviations: AD, adults; ADO, adolescents; CH, children; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; SM1, primary sensorimotor cortex; vMPFC, ventro‐medial prefrontal cortex. \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](https://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](DNEU-79-536-g003){#dneu22701-fig-0003}

We also examined whether the brain regions that showed group differences progress their activations in a particular developmental period, by performing all possible comparisons among the three groups. For example, when we comparing activation in the CH group to that in the ADO group \[(Button‐press \> Rest)~CH~ -- (Button‐press \> Rest)~ADO~\], we used the image of (Button‐press \> Rest)~CH~ (uncorrected height threshold of *p* \< 0.01) as an inclusive mask and the image of (Rest \> Button‐press)~ADO~ (uncorrected height threshold of *p* \< 0.01) as an exclusive mask. Using these masking procedures, we ensured that any button‐press‐related activation that was greater in the CH group was true activation rather being caused by button‐press‐related deactivation in the ADO group. We used the same procedure for the other activation comparisons.

In these group comparisons, we used an FDR‐corrected extent threshold of *p* \< 0.05 in the entire brain for a voxel‐cluster image generated with a cluster‐defining height threshold of *p* \< 0.005 uncorrected in each comparison.

To visualize the effect size in each identified brain region, we displayed the mean parameter estimate across the participants in each group. We extracted parameter estimates in each participant from the strongest peak of each voxel‐cluster obtained from the group analysis. We then calculated the mean parameter estimate across the participants in each group. Such visualization ensured the validity of our findings in the between‐group comparisons (see also Naito *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, we did not perform any statistical evaluations of the parameter estimation data, thus avoiding the circular evaluation issue raised by Kriegeskorte *et al.* ([2009](#dneu22701-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}).

Correlation Analysis (Related to Task Performance) {#dneu22701-sec-0010}
--------------------------------------------------

Finally, we examined whether brain deactivation was related to task performance. In the behavioral analyses (see above), we calculated both the absolute asynchrony and the variance of asynchrony in each epoch for each participant (Fig. [1](#dneu22701-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). We used these values as behavioral indexes of task performance. Next, we performed a parametric modulation analysis (Büchel *et al.*, [1998](#dneu22701-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), in which we constructed a second GLM by adding regressors of the behavioral indexes to the first GLM to test whether the degree of deactivation in a brain region covaried with epoch‐by‐epoch fluctuations of the absolute asynchrony and variance of asynchrony. The design matrix for this GLM contained a regressor for the Button‐press epoch and its corresponding linear regressors for the absolute asynchrony and variance of asynchrony.

We explored the brain regions in which deactivation was correlated with each index in each participant (single‐subject analyses), and then entered these individual images into a second‐level random effects group analysis. This procedure was performed separately in each group. In this analysis, we used the image of (Button‐press \> Rest), obtained with an uncorrected height threshold of *p* \< 0.01, as an exclusive mask. Using this masking procedure, we ensured that deactivation, rather than activation, was correlated with each index. In each group, we used an FDR‐corrected cluster‐wise threshold of *p* \< 0.05 in the entire brain space for a voxel‐cluster image generated with a cluster‐defining height threshold of *p* \< 0.005, uncorrected. By adopting these approaches, we depicted brain regions in which deactivation was associated with task performance (absolute asynchrony and variance of asynchrony) epoch‐by‐epoch in each participant, which could be consistently observed across all participants in a group (Fig. [4](#dneu22701-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A).

![The correlation between deactivation and task performance. (A) Visual areas in which deactivation was correlated with better task performance (smaller absolute asynchrony). These regions (light blue) are shown in sagittal (*x* = +10) and horizontal (*z* = +10) sections of the MNI standard brain. Such brain regions were only observed in the AD group. (B) An example of a representative participant demonstrating the relationship between absolute asynchrony and activity in a V1 voxel (10, −84, 10) identified as the peak voxel in the group analysis. The absolute asynchrony became smaller in an epoch in which the V1 was deactivated (*N* = 10, *r* = 0.784, *p \< *0.05). Each dot represents the mean data obtained from each epoch of the two experimental runs. The vertical axis indicates parameter estimates (arbitrary unit; a.u.), and the horizontal axis indicates mean within‐epoch absolute asynchrony (ms). The solid line indicates a regression line fitted to the data. Abbreviations: AD, adults; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; V1, primary visual cortex. \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](https://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](DNEU-79-536-g004){#dneu22701-fig-0004}

Results {#dneu22701-sec-0011}
=======

Behavioral Results {#dneu22701-sec-0012}
------------------

All of the participants could perform the 1‐Hz movements. The mean numbers of button‐press responses per epoch in the two experimental runs was 14.7 ± 0.2 (standard deviation), 14.8 ± 0.3, and 14.7 ± 0.3 for the CH, ADO, and AD groups, respectively. The one‐way ANOVA showed no significant difference among the groups. Even though the participants were asked to press the button in precise synchronization with the 1‐Hz sounds, the timings of the tones and button‐press were not exactly synchronized. The mean absolute asynchrony was 71.7 ± 35.9 ms, 56.3 ± 20.4 ms, and 57.3 ± 19.6 ms for the CH, ADO, and AD groups, respectively (Fig. [1](#dneu22701-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). The one‐way ANOVA showed no significant difference among the groups, though the absolute asynchrony tended to be greater in the CH group than in the other groups (Fig. [1](#dneu22701-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B). On the other hand, a significantly greater variance of asynchrony was observed in the CH group. The mean variance of asynchrony was 61.4 ± 14.8 ms, 52.5 ± 16.1 ms, and 48.0 ± 10.1 ms for the CH, ADO, and AD groups, respectively (Fig. [1](#dneu22701-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}C). The one‐way ANOVA showed significant group differences \[*F* (2, 57) = 4.80, *p* \< 0.05\], and post‐hoc Bonferroni *t*‐tests revealed significant differences between the CH and AD groups (*p* \< 0.01). These results suggest that absolute asynchrony and variance of asynchrony may reflect different aspects of task performance and that children show unstable motor performance in terms of button‐press timing variability.

Button‐Press‐Related Deactivation in Each Group {#dneu22701-sec-0013}
-----------------------------------------------

We examined button‐press‐related deactivation in every group (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The volume of deactivation appeared to become greater with development (i.e., AD \> ADO \> CH). In the AD group, we found significant deactivation in broad cortical regions including the ipsilateral (right) SM1 (hand/arm, foot, and face sections), bilateral visual (medial and lateral occipital cortices) and auditory (superior temporal) areas, bilateral lateral occipitoparietal cortices (dorsal visual pathway, including the superior parietal lobules \[SPLs\] and posterior parietal cortices \[PPCs\]), medial parietal cortices (cuneus, precuneus, and posterior cingulate cortex \[PCC\]), ventromedial prefrontal cortices (vMPFCs), and middle temporal gyri (MTGs; Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table 1). The medial parietal cortices, vMPFC, and MTG appeared to correspond well to the brain regions that likely form the DMN (Raichle *et al.*, [2001](#dneu22701-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}; Raichle and Snyder, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Mayer *et al.*, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Chai *et al.*, [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; see more in Discussion). We also found deactivation in the subcortical regions of the right thalamus (e.g., sensorimotor territory) and of the bilateral inferior cerebellar lobules, including the sections previously shown to be functionally connected with the prefrontal cortex, PPC, and DMN (Supplementary Table 1; Habas *et al.*, [2009](#dneu22701-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; O\'Reilly *et al.*, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}; Sang *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}).

In the ADO group, we found similar patterns of deactivation. However, in this group, no apparent deactivation was observed in the bilateral vMPFCs, medial parietal cortices, or medial occipital cortices (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, in the CH group, the volume of deactivation seemed to be smaller than those in the other two groups (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). In this group, we only identified significant deactivation in the ipsilateral SM1, bilateral auditory (superior temporal) areas, bilateral SPLs and PPCs, and left inferior cerebellar lobule (Supplementary Table 1).

Consistent Deactivation Across Groups and Between‐Group Differences {#dneu22701-sec-0014}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The conjunction analysis revealed that the ipsilateral SM1 (hand/arm and foot sections), bilateral auditory (superior temporal) areas, and bilateral SPLs and PPCs were consistently deactivated across all groups. Thus, these regions are deactivated during the button‐press task since childhood (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#dneu22701-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Results of Conjunction Analysis

  Clusters                          Size    MNI Coordinates   *T*‐value   Anatomical Identification          
  --------------------------------- ------- ----------------- ----------- --------------------------- ------ --------------------------
  *Deactivation*                                                                                             
  Right SM1‐SPL‐PPC cluster         3,059   36                −40         64                          6.29   Area 1
                                            36                −34         54                          5.58   Area 3b
                                            24                −54         68                          5.31   Area 7PC
                                            38                −28         48                          4.97   Area 4p
                                            26                −22         56                          4.76   Precentral gyrus
                                            22                −46         70                          4.63   Area 5L
                                            10                −32         50                          4.50   Area 5Ci
                                            28                −60         60                          4.43   Area 7A
                                            18                −74         52                          4.14   Area 7P
                                            32                −6          60                          4.00   Superior frontal gyrus
                                            40                −24         56                          3.96   Area 4a (hand)
  Left SPL‐PPC cluster              1,136   −24               −42         66                          4.39   Area 2
                                            −8                −62         62                          4.23   Area 7A
                                            −18               −56         66                          4.23   Area 5L
                                            −10               −72         58                          3.62   Area 7P
                                            −10               −66         48                          3.57   Precuneus
                                            −10               −48         56                          3.38   Area 5M
                                            −28               −54         54                          3.16   Inferior parietal lobule
                                            0                 −42         66                          2.84   Area 4a (foot)
  Right superior temporal cluster   665     60                −6          −2                          4.83   Superior temporal gyrus
                                            44                −18         4                           4.02   Area TE1.1
                                            64                −16         2                           3.95   Area TE3
                                            36                −24         16                          3.92   Area OP2
                                            36                −12         18                          3.41   Area OP3
                                            52                −10         8                           3.05   Area OP4
                                            64                −28         −2                          3.03   Middle temporal gyrus
  Left superior temporal cluster    294     −44               −24         4                           4.15   Superior temporal gyrus
                                            −40               −32         8                           3.33   Area TE1.1
                                            −64               −18         8                           3.15   Area TE3
  *Activation*                                                                                               
  Right cerebellar cluster          1,110   14                −54         −20                         8.07   Lobule VI (Hem)
                                            2                 −50         −4                          3.26   Lobule V (Hem)
  Left insular cluster              124     −46               0           4                           5.01   Insula
  Right IFG/insular cluster         222     44                4           2                           3.98   Insula
                                            38                16          10                          3.88   IFG (Opercularis)
                                            54                10          10                          3.17   Area 44

For an anatomical identification of peaks, we only considered cytoarchitectonic areas available in the Anatomy toolbox that had \>30% probability. The cytoarchitectonic area with the highest probability was reported for each peak. When no cytoarchitectonic area with \>30% probability was available to determine a peak, we provided the anatomical location of the peak. In each cluster, we reported peaks that were more than 8 mm apart in the descending *T*‐value order. To facilitate visualization, we avoided reporting a peak for each cluster when it was identified in the cytoarchitectonic area or anatomical structure already reported for a peak with a higher *T*‐value. Uncorrected height threshold, *p \< *0.005; extent threshold, *p* \< 0.05, false discovery rate (FDR)‐corrected in the entire brain, size = number of active voxels.

Abbreviations: IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; PPC, posterior parietal cortex; SM1, primary sensorimotor cortex; SPL, superior parietal lobule; Hem, hemisphere.
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When we further explored possible developmental changes in brain deactivation, we found that deactivation in a particular brain region progressed in a specific developmental period (Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#dneu22701-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Upon examining possible group differences by one‐way ANOVA, we found significant group differences in the brain regions in the following between‐group comparisons. When compared with that in the CH group, deactivation in the AD group was greater in the ipsilateral SM1 (mainly hand/arm sections), bilateral medial occipital cortices including the primary visual cortices (V1) and auditory association (superior temporal) areas, bilateral medial parietal cortices, vMPFCs, and MTGs (likely forming the DMN), as well as in the right lateral occipitotemporal cortex and bilateral lateral occipitoparietal cortices (Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A and Table [2](#dneu22701-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Developmental Changes in Brain Deactivation

  Clusters                                     Size    MNI Coordinates   *T*‐value   Anatomical Identification          
  -------------------------------------------- ------- ----------------- ----------- --------------------------- ------ --------------------------
  *ADO \> CH*                                                                                                           
  Right SM1 cluster                            188     42                −34         66                          4.03   Area 1
                                                       44                −18         64                          3.18   Precentral gyrus
  Left lateral occipital cluster               188     −16               −90         8                           3.38   Superior occipital gyrus
                                                       −44               −86         12                          3.38   Area hOc4lp
                                                       −26               −86         −6                          2.77   Area hOc4v \[V4\]
  *AD \> ADO*                                                                                                           
  Bilateral vMPFC cluster                      779     −12               58          16                          5.23   Superior frontal gyrus
                                                       −2                46          −18                         4.08   Area Fp2
                                                       −2                46          8                           3.78   ACC
                                                       4                 42          −8                          3.42   Area s32
                                                       2                 60          10                          3.33   Area Fp2
                                                       −10               40          −8                          3.04   Area s32
  Right cuneus cluster                         209     20                −62         20                          5.02   Cuneus
                                                       12                −64         18                          3.48   Calcarine gyrus
  Bilateral medial occipito‐parietal cluster   186     0                 −80         22                          3.66   Area hOc3d \[V3d\]
                                                       0                 −62         24                          3.36   Precuneus
                                                       0                 −82         32                          3.24   Area 7M
  *AD \> CH*                                                                                                            
  Right SM1 cluster (ventral)                  219     36                −14         44                          4.39   Precentral gyrus
                                                       50                −12         38                          3.42   Postcentral gyrus
                                                       44                −16         34                          3.30   Area 4P
  Right SM1 cluster (dorsal)                   154     50                −26         58                          3.68   Area 1
                                                       42                −12         64                          3.48   Precentral gyrus
                                                       40                −30         62                          3.27   Area 4a
  Bilateral vMPFC cluster                      2,070   −2                44          −20                         5.99   Area Fo1
                                                       −14               60          12                          5.55   Area Fp1
                                                       −2                60          32                          5.38   Superior medial gyrus
                                                       −4                58          −2                          5.30   Area Fp2
                                                       −16               40          −14                         4.39   Superior orbital gyrus
                                                       2                 12          −4                          4.36   Area 33
                                                       2                 56          −12                         4.31   Area Fp2
                                                       −2                44          8                           4.26   ACC
                                                       −10               40          −8                          4.11   Area s32
  Bilateral occipito‐parietal cluster          7,321   −4                −32         40                          5.21   MCC
                                                       −8                −44         6                           5.10   Calcarine gyrus
                                                       0                 −66         22                          4.97   Cuneus
                                                       20                −60         18                          4.93   Calcarine gyrus
                                                       −10               −48         42                          4.83   Precuneus
                                                       6                 −78         18                          4.79   Area hOc2 \[V2\]
                                                       2                 −78         28                          4.28   Area 7M
                                                       −14               −60         0                           4.28   Area hOc1 \[V1\]
                                                       20                −94         28                          4.24   Area hOc4d \[V3A\]
  Right lateral occipito‐temporal cluster      163     56                −68         0                           3.34   Area hOc4la
  Left PPC cluster                             325     −46               −70         26                          4.11   Area PGp
                                                       −28               −78         48                          4.08   Superior parietal lobule
                                                       −20               −80         48                          3.68   Area 7P
                                                       −40               −80         40                          3.61   Middle occipital gyrus
  Left temporal cluster                        579     −64               −14         −18                         5.14   Middle temporal gyrus
                                                       −62               −20         2                           3.35   Area TE3
                                                       −58               −2          −14                         3.29   Superior temporal gyrus
                                                       −64               −28         −20                         3.02   Inferior temporal gyrus
  Right temporal cluster                       297     48                −34         −4                          4.07   Middle temporal gyrus

See footnote in Table [1](#dneu22701-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; AD, adults; ADO, adolescents; CH, children; MCC, middle cingulate cortex; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; SM1, primary sensorimotor cortex; vMPFC, ventro‐medial prefrontal cortex.
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Interestingly, deactivation in the ipsilateral SM1 (hand/arm section) and left lateral occipital cortex (Malikovic *et al.*, [2016](#dneu22701-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}) significantly progressed in the ADO group compared to that in the CH group (i.e., from childhood to adolescence; Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B), while deactivation in the bilateral medial occipital/parietal cortices and vMPFCs progressed in the AD group when compared with that in the ADO group (i.e., from adolescence to adulthood; Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C).

We did not find any regions with greater deactivation in the CH group compared with those in the other two groups, nor in the ADO group compared with those in the AD group. Thus, regional brain deactivation during the button‐press task progressed with development.

Relation with Task Performance {#dneu22701-sec-0015}
------------------------------

When we explored the brain regions in which the degree of deactivation was correlated with the absolute asynchrony, we found that, in the AD group, greater deactivation in the bilateral V1 and medial visual areas was associated with smaller asynchrony (i.e., better performance; Fig. [4](#dneu22701-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#dneu22701-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Such correlation was only observed in the AD group. This result suggested that deactivation in the visual areas, progressing from adolescence to adulthood (Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}C), is related to the accuracy of button‐press timing relative to the sound in adults. We did not find any brain regions where deactivation was correlated with larger absolute asynchrony (i.e., worse performance) values in either group. On the other hand, when we explored the brain regions in which the degree of deactivation was correlated with the variance of asynchrony, we did not find any correlation (negative or positive) in either group. This result again supports our view that absolute asynchrony and variance of asynchrony may reflect different aspects of task performance. We speculate that absolute asynchrony may reflect the degree of accuracy in the timing of motor output relative to the sound and could be reduced in a situation where a participant can better focus on performing the task without being distracted by cross‐modal interference from an irrelevant sensory (visual) modality. On the other hand, the variance of asynchrony may reflect trial‐by‐trial variability of motor control, which is suggested to be generated in the neuronal activity of the central motor system (Naito *et al.*, [2016](#dneu22701-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}).

###### 

Brain Regions in Which Activity was Correlated with Task Performance in Adults

  Clusters                             Size   MNI Coordinates   *T*‐value   Anatomical Identification          
  ------------------------------------ ------ ----------------- ----------- --------------------------- ------ --------------------
  Bilateral medial occipital cluster   535    10                −84         10                          4.05   Area hOc1 \[V1\]
                                              0                 −76         18                          3.82   Area hOc2 \[V2\]
                                              −14               −66         22                          3.61   Precuneus
                                              −2                −68         18                          3.52   Calcarine gyrus
                                              −2                −98         4                           3.15   Area hOc1 \[V1\]
                                              −8                −74         18                          3.01   Area hOc3d \[V3d\]

See footnote in Table [1](#dneu22701-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Abbreviation: MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.
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Button‐Press‐Related Activation {#dneu22701-sec-0016}
-------------------------------

In the AD group, we found significant button‐press‐related activation (Button‐press \> Rest) in the contralateral (left) primary motor cortex (M1; hand/arm section), thalamus (motor territory), and ipsilateral (right) vermal and paravermal sections of the cerebellum (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table 2). We also found activation in the right inferior frontal cortex, including the anterior insula, and right inferior parietal cortex. The inferior frontoparietal cortices likely form a network connected by the inferior branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus, and may perform the function of online monitoring of ongoing actions and sensory experiences (Berti *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Naito *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Morita *et al.*, [2018](#dneu22701-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). In addition to these regions, we also found activation in the left inferior frontal cortex, including the anterior insula, and left cerebellar hemisphere. In the ADO group, a similar pattern of activation was observed (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table 2). In the CH group, we found a slightly different pattern of brain activation from those in the other two groups (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table 2).

When we performed a conjunction analysis across all groups, we found consistent brain activation in the ipsilateral (right) vermal and paravermal sections of the cerebellum, right inferior frontal cortex, including the anterior insula, and left anterior insular cortex (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Table [4](#dneu22701-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). In addition to these regions, we also found small but consistent brain activations in the left SM1, though they did not reach significant levels (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, these brain regions are used in the button‐press task from childhood onward.

###### 

Developmental Changes in Brain Activation

  Clusters                  Size   MNI Coordinates   *T*‐value   Anatomical Identification          
  ------------------------- ------ ----------------- ----------- --------------------------- ------ ------------------------
  *CH \> ADO*                                                                                       
  Left SM1 cluster          246    −34               −24         62                          5.15   Precentral gyrus
                                   −32               −26         54                          4.98   Area 4p
                                   −22               −32         56                          3.12   Area 3a
  *CH \> AD*                                                                                        
  Left SM1 cluster          505    −30               −26         52                          5.46   Postcentral gyrus
                                   −34               −24         60                          5.37   Precentral gyrus
  Bilateral dMPFC cluster   915    −10               60          12                          4.63   Superior medial gyrus
                                   −20               58          14                          3.92   Area Fp1
                                   −8                54          6                           3.79   Area Fp2
                                   −18               34          48                          3.76   Superior frontal gyrus
                                   −12               42          12                          3.73   ACC
                                   8                 52          28                          3.66   Superior medial gyrus

See footnote in Table [1](#dneu22701-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; AD, adults; ADO, adolescents; CH, children; dMPFC, dorso‐medial prefrontal cortex; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; SM1, primary sensorimotor cortex.
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Next, we explored developmental changes in brain activation and found that the contralateral (left) SM1 (hand/arm section) showed significantly greater activation in the CH group than in the ADO and AD groups (Fig. [5](#dneu22701-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A and Table [4](#dneu22701-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the sensorimotor activation associated with the execution of a simple button‐press task became weaker and less extensive with development (Figs. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#dneu22701-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). In the CH vs. AD comparison, we also found that brain activity increased in the bilateral dorsal aspects of the MPFC (dMPFC) in the CH group (Fig. [5](#dneu22701-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A), decreasing with development and eventually turning into deactivation in the AD group (Fig. [5](#dneu22701-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}C).

![The group differences in button‐press‐related activation and their effect sizes (parameter estimates) in each group. (A) Brain regions in which activation was significantly greater in the CH group than in the AD group (magenta), and in the CH group than in the ADO group (green). Activation was rendered onto the left hemisphere and a sagittal section (*x* = −10) of an MNI standard brain. (B) The mean effect size in each group obtained from the green regions. The mean effect sizes obtained from the contralateral (left) SM1 (peak coordinates = −34, −24, 62) and the dMPFC (−10, 60, 12) are shown. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. Abbreviations: AD, adults; ADO, adolescents; CH, children; dMPFC, dorso‐medial prefrontal cortex; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; SM1, primary sensorimotor cortex. \[Colour figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](https://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](DNEU-79-536-g005){#dneu22701-fig-0005}

We did not find any brain regions where the degree of activation was correlated with the behavioral indexes (i.e., smaller or greater absolute asynchrony and variance of asynchrony) in any group.

Discussion {#dneu22701-sec-0017}
==========

Using a well‐controlled motor task, we explored how brain deactivation is shaped during typical human development and examined whether deactivation may benefit task performance. We demonstrated deactivation in the ipsilateral SM1, cross‐modal (visual and auditory) areas, and DMN in adults with their eyes closed while performing a unimanual button‐press task at a regular pace (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Such deactivation generally progressed with development, albeit deactivation in different brain regions progressed in different developmental periods (Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we showed that cross‐modal deactivation in the bilateral V1 was associated with smaller absolute asynchrony, and therefore better button‐press performance, in adults (Fig. [4](#dneu22701-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that brain deactivation systematically progresses with development and that cross‐modal deactivation develops to benefit some aspects of the task performance in adults.

Negative BOLD Phenomenon {#dneu22701-sec-0018}
------------------------

Physiological mechanisms underlying task‐induced negative BOLD phenomenon (deactivation) are still controversial (Moraschi *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). However, this phenomenon is thought to be associated with (1) a decrease in CBF caused by (active) neuronal inhibition (Shmuel *et al.*, [2002](#dneu22701-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}; [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}; Smith *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}; Pasley *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Boorman *et al.*, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Wade and Rowland, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}; Mullinger *et al*., [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}; Sten *et al*., [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}), (2) a decrease in CBF caused by CBF redistribution (i.e., a blood‐stealing effect, manifesting as hemodynamic changes that have no neural correlates) into nearby active regions (Harel *et al.*, [2002](#dneu22701-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Devor *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), (3) an increase in the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen utilization (CMRO~2~) without a concomitant CBF increase (Schridde *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}), and (4) altered neural regulation of the CBF‐controlling vasculature (Smith *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}; Shih *et al.*, [2009](#dneu22701-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}). Importantly, the physiological basis of negative BOLD signaling may depend on the stimulus type (task) and brain region (Kim and Ogawa, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}).

In the present study, we showed that, in adults performing a regularly paced unimanual motor task, deactivation likely does not occur randomly or uniformly in the entire brain. Instead, we found systematic deactivations in the restricted, task‐irrelevant, and biologically plausible regions (the ipsilateral SM1, visual areas, and DMN). In addition, we demonstrated that deactivation progressed with development, showing region‐specific enhancement in a particular developmental period, despite the participants in all age groups performing the same task. This cannot be merely explained by regional differences in the basal CBF and CMRO~2~ because regional CBF and CMRO~2~ values are higher in children aged 8--16 than in adults, but no significant differences are reported among the frontal, sensorimotor, parietal, temporal, or occipital (visual) areas (Takahashi *et al.*, [1999](#dneu22701-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}; Biagi *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, we also demonstrated that visual cross‐modal deactivation may benefit motor task performance.

Taken together, our findings indicate that the development of task‐induced deactivation may have physiological significance and is closely linked with the promotion of the segregation of a function required to perform a task, though further neurophysiological investigations are needed to validate this hypothesis.

Deactivation in the Ipsilateral SM1 {#dneu22701-sec-0019}
-----------------------------------

We found deactivation in the hand/arm section of the ipsilateral (right) SM1, which was consistently observed across all groups (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#dneu22701-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Ipsilateral SM1 deactivation has been reported during a unimanual motor task in younger adults (Allison *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Newton *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}; Marchand *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Hayashi *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, electrical stimulation of the right median nerve may also cause ipsilateral deactivation in the primary somatosensory cortex, which has been proposed to reflect functional inhibition in the somatosensory system (Kastrup *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Klingner *et al.*, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; [2015](#dneu22701-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Schäfer *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}; Gröschel *et al.*, [2013](#dneu22701-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}).

M1 activity can be suppressed by interhemispheric (transcallosal) inhibition exerted from the opposite side M1 (Ferbert *et al.*, [1992](#dneu22701-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) to reduce its superfluous activity (Kobayashi *et al.*, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). In older adults, it is shown that reduced interhemispheric inhibition exerted from the contralateral (left) M1 (Talelli *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}) may contribute to the aging‐related reduction in ipsilateral (right) M1 deactivation during unimanual right hand motor tasks (Hutchinson *et al.*, [2002](#dneu22701-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Naccarato *et al.*, [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Riecker *et al.*, [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}; Ward *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}; Loibl *et al.*, [2011](#dneu22701-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). These results, together with the neurophysiological evidence from an animal study (Palmer *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}), allow us to assume that interhemispheric inhibition exerted from the left (contralateral) SM1 contributed, at least partially, to the deactivation of the ipsilateral SM1 hand section in the present study, suppressing superfluous ipsilateral activation during right hand finger movements (cf. Geffen *et al.*, [1994](#dneu22701-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), though we cannot exclude the possibility of inhibition from other brain structures (cf. Blankenburg *et al.*, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}).

Even though ipsilateral SM1 deactivation was already observable during childhood (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), it became more prominent during adolescence (Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#dneu22701-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Indeed, ipsilateral SM1 deactivation gradually increased from childhood to adolescence (Supplementary Figure 1B). This developmental period appears to correspond well with the suppression of executive function timing implemented in the ipsilateral M1 by the development of inhibitory systems, such as transcallosal inhibition from the contralateral M1 (Hanakawa *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). If the ipsilateral SM1 deactivation is associated with the development of interhemispheric inhibition during the childhood‐to‐adolescence transition, this result is compatible with our previous result showing the emergence of right‐hemispheric dominance in bodily recognition during adolescence by suppressing the activity in the left hemisphere (Naito *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}). The transition to adolescence appears to be a developmental period when lateralized use of cerebral hemispheres is facilitated for some brain functions (at least for bodily recognition and unimanual movements).

Another interesting finding is that the ipsilateral paracentral deactivation is consistently observed across all age groups (see medial view in Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#dneu22701-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Such deactivation has only been described occasionally during a unimanual right hand finger motor task in adults (Kudo *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). The involved brain region likely corresponds to the foot section of the SM1 (Ehrsson *et al.*, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Naito *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Naito and Hirose, [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). Together with deactivation in the putative face section of the ipsilateral SM1 in the ADO and AD groups (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; Ehrsson *et al.*, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Hanakawa *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}), this result implies the possibility of cross‐somatotopical (from the hand section to the foot and face sections) inhibition within the SM1, which may help to functionally suppress the movements of irrelevant body parts as also suggested in animal studies (Jacobs and Donoghue, [1991](#dneu22701-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Schneider *et al.*, [2002](#dneu22701-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}).

Deactivation in Visual and Auditory Areas (Cross‐Modal Inhibition) {#dneu22701-sec-0020}
------------------------------------------------------------------

We found deactivation in the visual and auditory areas during the hand motor task performed with no vision. Such deactivation can be considered cross‐modal inhibition, previously observed in the adult brain in numerous studies (see the references in the Introduction).

The suppression of brain activity in the visual areas may prevent cross‐modal distraction and interference from the irrelevant sensory modality, allowing the brain to focus on precise motor performance (cf. Ghatan *et al.*, [1998](#dneu22701-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). Although deactivation in the visual (occipital) cortex have been repeatedly shown in blindfolded adults performing somatosensory (tactile) discrimination tasks (Kawashima *et al.*, [1995](#dneu22701-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Sadato *et al.*, [1996](#dneu22701-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}; [1998](#dneu22701-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Weisser *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}; Merabet *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}), such deactivation has only been described occasionally during hand motor tasks (Jäncke *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Hou *et al.*, [2016](#dneu22701-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, the present study confirmed the existence of substantial deactivation in the visual cortex and showed, for the first time, its development during a motor task.

The visual deactivation we observed covered both the lateral and medial aspects of the occipital cortex and extended dorsally into the PPCs and SPLs of both hemispheres (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, the deactivation was most likely located in the dorsal visual pathway (Goodale and Milner, [1992](#dneu22701-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). One of our interesting findings is that the parietal (SPL and PPC) regions are already deactivated during childhood and become further deactivated with increasing age (Supplementary Figure 1). The human SPL and PPC are generally considered as visuospatial parietal association cortices, which are involved in a wide range of visuomotor tasks such as reaching (Connolly *et al.*, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Culham and Valyear, [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Filimon, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). These regions are connected with the SM1 in the primate brain (Darian‐Smith *et al.*, [1993](#dneu22701-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Stepniewska *et al.*, [1993](#dneu22701-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}; Scheperjans *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, it appears that, starting in childhood, the brain is capable of suppressing neuronal activity in these motor‐related parietal regions during a motor task that does not strictly require visual information.

Another important finding is that deactivation in the dorsal visual pathway appeared to expand from the parietal cortices (during childhood) to the lateral occipital cortices (during adolescence) and eventually to the medial occipital cortices including V1 (during adulthood; Figs. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Tables [1](#dneu22701-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#dneu22701-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Hence, deactivation in the dorsal visual pathway appears to develop and expand from the hierarchically higher parietal association areas to the lower occipital visual regions.

An immediate question arises of how the motor system exerts cross‐modal inhibition in remote regions of the dorsal visual pathway; answering this query requires further study. However, recent animal studies have shown the existence of cross‐modal inhibition both in visual (Leinweber *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}) and auditory (Schneider *et al.*, [2018](#dneu22701-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}) cortices from motor areas, and evidence exists in humans that transcranial magnetic stimulation of the human frontal cortex (e.g., the frontal eye field) may generate a negative BOLD signal in remote brain regions such as the visual cortex (Ruff *et al.*, [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}; [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; [2009](#dneu22701-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}). These results may imply the possibility of the existence of long‐distance, cross‐cortex pathways (see also Blankenburg *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) that can generate inhibitory effects in the projected brain regions.

Perhaps most importantly, deactivation in the bilateral V1 was associated with better motor performance (smaller absolute asynchrony; Fig. [4](#dneu22701-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#dneu22701-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}). Critically, this deactivation was only observed in adults. The cross‐modal deactivation in the V1 progressed prominently in the transition from adolescence to adulthood (Figs. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}); this deactivation benefits motor task performance during adulthood (Fig. [4](#dneu22701-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). We assume that visual deactivation allows the mature brain to better focus on performing a motor task when one\'s eyes are closed, by avoiding cross‐modal distraction of the sensorimotor system by an irrelevant sensory (visual) modality.

We also found deactivation in the bilateral superior temporal gyri, including cytoarchitectonic areas TE 1.1 and 3, consistently across all groups (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). These regions correspond to the auditory and auditory association cortices (Morosan *et al.*, [2001](#dneu22701-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Motor‐induced suppression of the auditory cortex has been reported during simple finger tapping tasks (Jäncke *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Aliu *et al.*, [2009](#dneu22701-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), consistent with our finding of cross‐modal inhibition. Similar to visual deactivation, auditory deactivation also increased with development (Fig. [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). However, unlike visual cortices, auditory deactivation was already observable during childhood (Fig. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

The present task was an auditory paced button‐press task; hence, auditory processing was expected to be relevant to performing the task. However, we found deactivation in the auditory cortex. In addition, we confirmed in our control experiment on another group of adult participants that different pitches in the sounds between the button‐press epochs and the resting periods under the noisy scanning environment did not create any significant auditory deactivations during the button‐press epochs. We used a 1‐Hz sound as a pacemaker for button‐press. The 1‐Hz regularity likely enables the participants to predict the timing of its component tones. Indeed, when we evaluated absolute asynchrony, it was substantially smaller than the reaction time (RT) normally observed in a simple auditory RT task (Fig. [1](#dneu22701-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B; Naito *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}), suggesting that the participants could generate the 1‐Hz movements predictively, largely without relying on the auditory cue. Thus, the task did not depend on demanding auditory processing, and therefore is likely to reveal cross‐modal deactivation of the auditory by the motor system.

Deactivation in the DMN {#dneu22701-sec-0021}
-----------------------

We found robust deactivation in the medial parietal cortices, vMPFC, and MTG in adults (Figs. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), and these areas appeared to closely overlap the main constituents of the DMN (Raichle *et al.*, [2001](#dneu22701-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}; Raichle and Snyder, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Mayer *et al.*, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Chai *et al.*, [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). It is widely accepted that these brain regions are usually active in a resting condition and deactivated during a variety of goal‐oriented tasks (Mazoyer *et al.*, [2001](#dneu22701-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Raichle *et al.*, [2001](#dneu22701-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}; Binder, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). The DMN deactivation observed during the motor task in adults is in agreement with the previous reports of DMN deactivation during unimanual finger motor tasks (Kudo *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Marchand *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}) and during manual tactile discrimination tasks (Sadato *et al.*, [1996](#dneu22701-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}; Weisser *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}). Importantly, unlike ipsilateral SM1 deactivation, medial parietal, and vMPFC deactivation emerged prominently during adulthood (Figs. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#dneu22701-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#dneu22701-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that motor‐induced deactivation develops in the DMN slowly.

It is shown that the default regions are only sparsely connected functionally at an early school age (7--9 years), and these regions integrate into a cohesive, interconnected network during further development (Fair *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), though an adult‐like DMN pattern was reported to be already present in the resting‐state brains of children aged 2 (Gao *et al.*, [2015](#dneu22701-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) and 5--8 (de Bie *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). We found no prominent motor‐induced DMN deactivation during childhood, which is compatible with no prominent DMN deactivation during memory encoding in children (Chai *et al.*, [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). On the other hand, task‐induced deactivation in the DMN (medial parietal and vMPFC) is reported in 7--12‐year‐old children during a working memory (WM) task (Thomason *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, DMN deactivation in children appears to be task‐dependent.

As for the relationship between DMN deactivation and task performance, greater DMN deactivation during a WM task in adults was reported to be associated with the correct encoding in the task (Daselaar *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Anticevic *et al.*, [2010](#dneu22701-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, pharmacological augmentation of vMPFC deactivation may facilitate the performance of simple visuomotor RT tasks (Minzenberg *et al.*, [2011](#dneu22701-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). In our motor task analysis, we found no voxels in the DMN showing a correlation between the degree of deactivation and task performance. These results indicate that motor‐induced DMN deactivation may reflect motor‐specific neuronal processes distinct from those involved in WM tasks (see also Marchand *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}).

Development of Brain Activation {#dneu22701-sec-0022}
-------------------------------

The activation in the hand section of the contralateral SM1 became weaker and less extensive with increasing age (Figs. [2](#dneu22701-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#dneu22701-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B, and Supplementary Figure 1B). The greater contralateral SM1 activation in children than in adults (Fig. [5](#dneu22701-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}) is in line with previous reports from other unimanual finger tapping tasks (De Guio *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Turesky *et al.*, [2018](#dneu22701-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}). Exact neuronal underpinning of this phenomenon is still unknown; however, the extensive activation in children might reflect their broader index finger representation in the SM1 as their somatotopical representations are likely under development (Nebel *et al.*, [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). The age‐dependent attenuation of SM1 activation also resembles use‐dependent plasticity in the SM1, which can be observed in professional pianists (Krings *et al.*, [2000](#dneu22701-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}) and sport athletes, such as the Brazilian footballer Neymar (Naito and Hirose, [2014](#dneu22701-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). A non‐human primate study revealed that years of motor training may increase the synaptic efficiency in the M1 such that cortical motor neurons can still fire effectively when receiving smaller (limited) amounts of synaptic input during the well‐trained motor task (Picard *et al.*, [2013](#dneu22701-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). Since a BOLD signal reflects synaptic activity (Logothetis *et al.*, [2001](#dneu22701-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}), the present age‐dependent attenuation of SM1 activation could be associated with an age‐dependent increase in synaptic efficiency in the contralateral (left) M1 hand section through the long‐term use of right hand fingers during routine daily manual tasks. This view is compatible with the idea that greater neuronal resources (e.g., synaptic inputs) are generally required in children performing the same task as adults (De Guio *et al.*, [2012](#dneu22701-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Turesky *et al.*, [2018](#dneu22701-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}). If our view is correct, the smaller and weaker BOLD signal in the SM1 during a motor task is not specific to pianists' and athletes' brains, but is also observable in typical human development.

Another interesting finding of our study is the task‐induced increased activity of the dMPFC during childhood, which is eventually deactivated during adulthood (Fig. [5](#dneu22701-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B). Similar MPFC activation was reported in children experiencing an illusory foot movement (Fontan *et al.*, [2017](#dneu22701-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}). Our task and the motor illusion task both require monitoring of ongoing actions and proprioceptive experiences. Hence, our result suggests that the child\'s brain may activate the MPFC during a task that requires monitoring of sensory‐motor events in his/her body space. The MPFC is generally known to be involved in self‐referential (reflective) processing, such as introspection of one\'s own thoughts, personal traits, and emotional states (Decety and Sommerville, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Vogeley and Fink, [2003](#dneu22701-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; Macrae *et al.*, [2004](#dneu22701-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Ochsner *et al.*, [2005](#dneu22701-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}; Amodio and Frith, [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Northoff *et al.*, [2006](#dneu22701-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Importantly, children and adolescents have been shown to activate the MPFC during introspective self‐related processing more strongly than adults (Pfeifer *et al.*, [2007](#dneu22701-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; Sebastian *et al.*, [2008](#dneu22701-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}). A child\'s brain thus appears to utilize the MPFC not only for metaphysical but also for physical self‐related processing, indicating immaturity of the functional segregation in the MPFC.

Conclusion {#dneu22701-sec-0023}
----------

Using a motor task, we demonstrated that task‐induced deactivation generally progressed with development, and deactivation in certain brain regions progressed during a particular developmental period. The results suggest that task‐induced brain deactivation systematically progresses with development. The present study may elucidate functional differentiation processes of a human brain (motor) system in terms of brain deactivation that have never been systematically described.
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